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Abstract—On-chip 1-D photonic crystal nanocavities were de-
signed and fabricated in a 300 mm silicon-on-insulator wafer using
a CMOS-compatible process with 193 nm immersion lithography
and silicon oxide planarization. High quality factors up to 105 were
achieved. By changing geometrical parameters of the cavities, we
also demonstrated a wide range of wavelength tunability for the
cavity mode, a low insertion loss and excellent agreement with sim-
ulation results. These on-chip nanocavities with high quality factors
and low modal volume, fabricated through a high-resolution and
high-volume CMOS compatible platform open up new opportuni-
ties for the photonic integration community.
Index Terms—CMOS, nanocavities, photonic crystal (PhC),
silicon-on-insulator (SOI).
I. INTRODUCTION
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL (PhC) cavities have been investi-gated intensively during recent years. Compared with con-
ventional optical resonators, owing to the existence of a band
gap, these PhC cavities can strongly confin light both on a
temporal and on a spatial scale, thus enabling both ultra-high
quality factors (Q) and ultra-small cavity modal volumes (V ).
This unique property of PhC cavities allows effectively con-
trolling the lifetime and the density of photons and strongly
boosting light-matter interaction inside cavities, which is es-
sential to manipulate light at extremely low power levels or at
ultra-fast speed. Therefore, the use of PhC cavities has been
proposed in the context of several innovative photonic applica-
tions such as ultra-low threshold lasers [1]–[3], ultra-fast optical
switching and modulation [4], dynamic control of light [5], [6],
and the study of cavity quantum electrodynamics [7]. Among
currently investigated PhC cavities, one-dimensional (1-D) PhC
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nanocavities, since their firs emergence [8], have a simpler
structure and are more compact compared to higher dimen-
sional PhC cavities, and therefore, have drawn a lot of inter-
est recently [9]–[14]. High Q and extremely low V have been
demonstrated in these 1-D PhC nanocavities both numerically
and experimentally [9]–[12]. In spite of their structural simplic-
ity, the fabrication of 1-D PhC nanocavities still remains a chal-
lenge because of their minimal feature size and rigorous require-
ments with respect to fabrication imperfections. Most success-
ful demonstrations [9]–[14] thus far relied on high-resolution
electron beam lithography but because of its slow through-
put this approach is likely to be limited to research or small
volume applications. Today’s well-developed complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) platform on the other hand
is compatible with high-volume fabrication and also may offer
the possibility for ultra-compact, chip-scale integration of PhC-
based optical components with existing optical devices and even
electronics. Indeed, over the past decade, we have witnessed
successful fabrication of many optical building blocks for pho-
tonic circuitry based on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform,
using standard CMOS fabrication technologies. Consequently,
there is a need to develop PhC-based building blocks, for in-
stance PhC cavities, employing a CMOS compatible process.
Thus far, the performance of such qualities was limited, mostly
by the patterning resolution provided by the lithography tools
used, based on 193 or 248 nm DUV [15], [16]. In this study, we
show the successful realization of on-chip 1-D PhC nanocav-
ities integrated with out-of-plane grating couplers, fabricated
on a 300 mm SOI wafer in a CMOS pilot line using 193 nm
immersion lithography. We experimentally demonstrate high-Q
factors in these on-chip 1-D nanocavities and good correspon-
dence with simulations. Furthermore, by changing geometrical
parameters of the cavities, we have achieved a wide tuning of
resonance wavelength and a low insertion loss. The reliability of
the fabrication of SOI PhC nanocavities using a CMOS platform
is also discussed.
II. DESIGN SOI NANOCAVITIES
The design of our 1-D SOI PhC nanocavity is based on the
mode-gap modulation approach [9], [12], in which the mode
gap of the quasi-1-D PhC waveguide is modulated by structural
parameters such as the lattice constant, the hole size or the width
of the PhC waveguide. Through this mode gap modulation, a
cavity mode can arise from the lower-lying dielectric band of
Fig. 1. Schematics of 1-D SOI PhC nanocavity with circular holes embedded
in silicon oxide matrix, consisting of the tapered and mirror sections. The whole
structure is symmetric with respect to the cavity center. (a) Top and (b) x–z plane
views of the cavity.
a PhC waveguide in the modulated region (defect region), and
subsequently, it is localized within the band gap provided by a
periodic PhCmirror. Since the band gap of a 1-DPhCwaveguide
is incomplete, for a certain localized mode within the gap there
always exists intrinsic radiative loss, which is detrimental to
accomplishing a high-Q cavity. In 1-D nanocavities, typically
most of the radiative loss is caused by the mismatch [9] between
the guided mode of the defect section (wire waveguide mode
or PhC Bloch mode, depending on the type of defect) and the
mode of the PhC mirror section. This mode mismatch can be
minimized by replacing the abrupt interface from the defect to
themirror by a gradual transition of the geometric configuration
In this way, the radiative losses can be dramatically reduced,
resulting in a high-Q cavity.
In our design, we start with a quasi-1-D PhC strip waveguide
structure with periodic circular holes, and then, gradually de-
crease the radius of the holes from the center symmetrically
to the two mirror arms for which the holes have a terminat-
ing radius value. The radius is parabolically tapered from its
maximum to minimum value, in the same manner as was im-
plemented in [12]. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the detailed structure
of the 1-D SOI cavity, which is composed of a 1-D PhC wave-
guide with circular holes etched in a 220 nm-thick silicon layer
lying on top of a 1 μm buried silicon oxide layer. The holes are
back-fille with silicon oxide through a combination of SiO2
deposition and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), result-
ing in a planar surface. Note that this structure might be quite
advantageous in some applications, for example, to integrate
active materials with the cavity. The period of the PhC lattice,
define as the center-to-center distance between two holes, is
fi ed at a = 400 nm. The radius of the holes is parabolically
tapered by reducing the radius from 0.30a for the center hole
to 0.22a for the mirror holes, leaving four holes as cavity mir-
ror with constant radius of 0.22a at each side of the cavity.
The total number of holes is fi ed to 29 in our design to allow
easy coupling between the cavity and access waveguides during
measurement. On the mask, we varied the width of the cavityw,
from 460 to 580 nm and also scaled the radius of the holes with
various scaling factors (SF) from 0.8 to 1.2, in order to study
Fig. 2. Band diagram for the SOI PhC waveguides (inset for the schematic)
consisting of a period-a (a = 400 nm) sequence of circular holes with radius of
r = 0.22a and r = 0.30a, respectively. The width of waveguide isw = 440 nm.
Only fundamental TE-like bands are plotted in the irreducible Brillouin zone.
(The light cone is shaded light blue, bounded by the black-colored light line of
air cladding.) The straight dot line denotes the frequency position of the resonant
mode for the cavity in which the hole of r = 0.30a serves as the cavity center
and the holes of r = 0.22a as the mirror.
the dependence of the resonant mode wavelength and Q on the
width of the cavity and the size of the holes.
To analyze the SOI cavity numerically, we computed both the
band diagram for the associated PhC periodic waveguide and
the resonant mode of the cavity with the t3-D finite-di ference
time-domain (FDTD) method, using a freely available software
package [17]. In Fig. 2, we present the band diagram for the
circular-hole PhCwaveguideswith two different radii r = 0.22a
and r = 0.30a, respectively. The width of the waveguide is fi ed
at w = 440 nm. It is clear that this PhC waveguide exhibits a
large mode gap between the fundamental TE-like bands and that
the gap remains well below the light cone, potentially providing
strong confinemen for a cavity mode lying within this gap. The
dotted line in Fig. 2 denotes the fundamental transverse-electric
(TE) like cavity mode calculated for the cavity design of Fig. 1,
taking into account a width of 440 nm and a radius scaling
factor SF of 1.0. We observe that the frequency of this cavity
mode almost overlaps with the edge of the lower band of the
PhC waveguide with r = 0.30a, as shown in the corresponding
band diagram in Fig. 2. It is also clear that the cavity mode
is well localized within the band gap of the PhC waveguide
with r = 0.22a that is used as the mirror section of the cavity.
According to the aforementioned numerical analysis, one can
easily understand that in the cavity design based on the mode-
gap modulation approach the cavity mode is originally formed
from the Bloch mode of the lowest TE-like band of the center
PhC waveguide, and then, is confine within the mode gap of
the PhC mirror. By changing the radius of the holes or the width
of the cavity, we can further tune the frequency of the resonant
mode as well as the position of the band gap of the mirror
section.
Next, we performed comprehensive FDTD simulations for
PhC cavities with widthw varying from 400 to 580 nm and with
the radius SF varying from 0.8 to 1.3 for each width. Employing
a 29-hole design, we found that these SOI cavities can support
a fundamental mode with resonance wavelength varying from
Fig. 3. Normalized electric fiel (Ey ) and fiel intensity (|E |2 ) of the funda-
mental cavity mode.
1450 to 1650 nm and a Q-factor as high as 1.0 × 105 and V
as small as 0.6(λ/n)3 can be readily realized with appropriate
geometrical parameters of the cavity. Note that the total number
of holes in our cavities is only 29 (including four mirror holes
at both sides), and that they are embedded in an oxide matrix
on an SOI substrate with only a 1 μm buried oxide layer. This
leads to a slight leakage of the cavity mode into the bottom
silicon substrate. When adding more mirror holes to reduce the
waveguide loss and suspending the cavity in air, one can easily
obtain simulated quality factors Q of up to 107 . In Fig. 3, we
present the electric fiel profile (Ey component and |E|2) of
the fundamental mode for the cavity with parameters of w =
500 nm and SF = 1.2. It is obvious that the fundamental cavity
mode is a TE-like mode, whereEy is dominant and that the light
fiel is highly localized around the center of the cavity with a
modal volume of 0.6(λ/n)3 .
III. CHARACTERIZATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The complete fabrication processwas carried out on a 300mm
SOI wafer in a CMOS pilot line. The devices were patterned
with 193 nm deep ultraviolet immersion lithography and a dry
etch process using a Si3N4 hard mask. Next the devices were
planarized through silicon oxide deposition (using a high-aspect
ratio fillin process) and a CMP process. In the future, this pla-
narization step might allow for straightforward integration with
optically active materials. Fig. 4 shows the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) cross-sectional
images of the fabricated SOI nanocavity with silicon oxide lat-
eral cladding. Note that the cavity is embedded in an oxide
matrix and that the FIB cross section in Fig. 4(c) was taken
along the dashed line indicated in Fig. 4(b) under the protec-
tion of two layers of platinum (Pt) deposited in situ by electron
beam an ion beam, respectively. It can be seen that the cavity is
well-define in the silicon layer. The etched holes have nearly
vertical sidewalls, an important requirement for PhC-based de-
vices. Thanks to the high-aspect ratio fillin process all holes are
completely fille and the wafer exhibits a smooth top surface.
Due to a lithography-to-dry etch process bias, the holes ex-
perienced a dimensional gain compared to the design, while
the waveguides shrunk in width. To allow a quantitative com-
parison of fabricated and designed devices, we determined the
actual dimensions of cavities with various width and radius SF
Fig. 4. SEM images of fabricated SOI nanocavity: (a) top view of the whole
cavity, (b) enlarged view of holes, and (c) FIB cross-sectional image of a circular
hole.
using top–down SEM. Statistically, an average 60 nm reduction
in width and 0.2 offset in SF is observed after fabrication. This
means, for the designs of width from 460 to 580 nm and SF
from 0.8 to 1.1, the real width and SF of the fabricated cavities
range from 400 to 520 nm and from 1.0 to 1.3, respectively.
Accordingly, for both the simulated and measured results men-
tioned later, actual values for width and SF as measured from
the fabricated devices will be used.
To allow direct optical characterization, the 1-D PhC
nanocavities are integrated with out-of-plane grating couplers
optimized for TE polarization. We measured the transmitted
spectra of the cavities with a resolution of 1 pm by using tun-
able lasers covering a wavelength range from 1470 to 1640 nm,
and the transmittance is obtained by normalizing these spectra
to a reference waveguide. The experimental Q-values of these
nanocavities were extracted by fittin the resonance peak with
a Lorentzian line shape, namely, Q = λc /Γ, where λc and Γ
are the associated resonance wavelength and linewidth of the
cavity mode, respectively. The input power was attenuated to
∼0.1 μW, to suppress thermo-optic effects.
First, in order to study the dependence of cavity mode and Q
on the size of the PhC holes, we measured a group of cavities
with the same width w = 440 nm but various radius scaling
factors SF of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, and plot their transmittance
spectra and the associated fit for the fundamental modes in
Fig. 5(a). The changes of the resonance wavelength λc and
quality factor Q with the different SF are plotted in Fig. 5(b). It
is obvious that the resonance peak andQ of the cavities are very
sensitive to the SF and that the peaks shift to shorter wavelength
when increasing the SF. This can be explained from the inset
band diagram of the PhC waveguide in Fig. 5(a). As analyzed
previously in Fig. 2, the resonance frequency of the fundamental
mode in our 1-D cavity is principally determined by the position
of the lowest TE-like band of the central PhC waveguide. When
increasing the radius of the hole in the center, for instance from
r = 0.30 to 0.36a (i.e., SF from 1.0 to 1.2) the lowest TE-like
band of the PhC waveguide is simultaneously pushed up toward
Fig. 5. (a) Measured and fitte transmittance spectra for the fundamental modes of the cavities with w = 440 nm and various SF. (The inset shows the calculated
lowest TE-like bands of the PhC waveguides with r = 0.30a and r = 0.36a, respectively.) (b) Simulated and measured resonance wavelength (λc ) and Q factor
from (a) as a function of SF. (c) Simulated and measured λc and Q as a function of the width w of the cavities with a fi ed SF = 1.2, and (d) measured insertion
loss for different w. (The inset shows the extracted waveguide Qw and radiation Qr versus the width w.)
higher frequency, as distinctly shown in the inset band diagram
in Fig. 5(a). As a consequence, the mode position blue-shifts for
the corresponding cavity as denoted by the straight lines in the
inset. As seen in Fig. 5(b), with the SF increasing from 1.0 to
1.3, the resonancewavelength decreases almost linearlywith the
SF, exhibiting a wavelength shift of∼3.2 nm/nm change in hole
radius. Fig. 5(b) also shows that a maximum Q is obtained for a
SF of 1.2,which also can be explained in terms of the band gap of
the 1-D PhC.When increasing the SF of the cavity, one can push
the cavity mode closer to the middle of the band gap supplied by
the PhCmirror, where the mode is expected to be confine more
strongly. Further increasing the SF to 1.3, however, reduces
the confinemen again and increases the radiative loss in the
cavity thereby reducing theQ. Thus, at an optimal SF of 1.2, we
obtained amaximumQ in the cavity. In Fig. 5(b), we also present
the FDTD simulated results for the resonance wavelength λc
and Q for different SF and fin an excellent agreement between
the measured and simulated results. The remaining discrepancy
between the measured and simulated Q can be attributed to
structural imperfections in the sidewalls of the waveguide and
holes, and loss mechanisms including scattering.
Next, we investigated the influenc of the width of the cavi-
ties on the resonance wavelength λc and Q factor of the cavity
modes, as presented in Fig. 5(c). Obviously, with increasing
the cavity width at a fi ed SF, λc exhibits a linear redshift at
a rate of 1.1 nm-redshift per nanometer of increasing width.
The measured Q, however, remains as high as 4.0 × 104 for a
broad range of widths, a behavior also seen for the simulatedQ.
This property is very important for practical applications where
the ability to tune the resonance wavelength while preserving a
high Q is essential. Again, we compare the results of the mea-
sured and simulated λc versus the width w in Fig. 5(c) and fin
that the shift of the measured λc agrees well with the simu-
lated result. This, together with the results shown in Fig. 5(b)
for tuning of the SF, demonstrates the excellent correspondence
between the measured and simulated operating wavelength, tak-
ing into account a reduction of 60 nm in width and 0.2 bias in
SF as explained before. This in turn demonstrates the accuracy
and reliability of CMOS technology for the fabrication of PhC
nanocavities.
For practical applications, both high Q and low insertion loss
are needed. Therefore, we measured the insertion loss, deter-
mined frommeasuring the transmission normalizedwith respect
to a reference waveguide, for cavities with various widths. As
shown in Fig. 5(d), the insertion loss decreases when increas-
ing the cavity width. For cavities with a width w > 420 nm,
the insertion loss is below 10 dB, while the Q for these cav-
ities still remains as high as 4.0 × 104 . To understand this,
one can separate the total cavity loss (corresponding to the
total Q) into the radiation loss and the waveguide loss, both
corresponding to the quality factors of the radiation Qr and
waveguide Qw , respectively. In our symmetrical 1-D cavity,
the total Q can be expressed as 1/Q = 1/Qr + 1/Qw , and the
maximum transmission at the cavity resonance λc is given by
T (λc) = (Q/Qw )
2 [18]. From the two equations aforemen-
tioned, we can extract Qr and Qw separately, which are plotted
in the inset of Fig. 5(d). In the expression of T (λc), the value
of peak transmission is determined by the proportion of the Qw
in the total Q. When the total quality factor Q is limited by the
waveguide losses (namely when Qr > Qw ), then more energy
of the cavity mode is coupled to the access waveguide than
is being coupled to radiation loss, resulting in a higher peak
transmission (for Qr  Qw , T approaches 100%), and thus, a
low insertion loss. From the inset of Fig. 5(d), we can indeed
see how the competition between Qr and Qw influence the
insertion loss when increasing the width. When Qr > Qw , the
measured insertion loss decreases below 4 dB in our cavities. It
should be noted that the Q and the insertion loss can be read-
ily engineered by adjusting the geometrical parameters of the
cavity. For instance, by reducing the radius of the holes or by
removing some mirror holes, a moderate Q (∼10000) and an
even higher transmission (∼100%) can be accomplished, which
could be desired for certain applications. Finally, it is important
to note again that the on-chip 1-D SOI cavities discussed ear-
lier all are embedded in an oxide matrix. As mentioned already,
from simulations, we expect a considerably higher Q-factor for
a suspended cavity in air. We verifie this by removing the ox-
ide matrix (including the oxide fillin the holes) as well as the
bottom oxide using an HF-dip. In that case, a Q of 1.1 × 105 is
easily attained, and thereby, actually reaches the same level as
the values reported for 1-D nanocavities fabricated by electron
beam lithography [12]. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the
cavity designs were repeated over the whole 300 mm SOI wafer.
The results discussed above were from a randomly selected die
on the wafer. We also measured the Q and resonance wave-
length of cavities from different other regions of the wafer and
found that the uniformity in Q and resonance wavelength was
excellent with a maximum ∼16% variation of measured Q and
about ±6 nm resonance wavelength shift over the wafer, which
means that both the throughput and the quality of the fabrication
of nanocavities can be guaranteed in this fabrication process.
IV. CONCLUSION
We designed and fabricated on-chip 1-D PhC nanocavities
on a 300 mm SOI wafer using advanced CMOS-compatible
processes, including 193 nm immersion lithography. SEM and
optical transmission characterization of these compact PhC
nanocavities revealed a high quality in terms of fabrication accu-
racy and a highQ factor of 4.5× 104 (1.1× 105 without oxide)
together with a low insertion loss. Study of the dependence
of the resonance wavelength on the actually fabricated cavity
width and hole radius showed an excellent agreement between
the measured and simulated results. This also means the small
deviation in fabricated and originally designed dimensions can
be easily compensated for in future runs through introducing a
small design bias. The high performance of the cavities demon-
strated here reveals the suitability of advanced high-volume
CMOS processes for fabricating compact high-Q nanocavities.
These nanocavities potentially form a promising building block
for realizing densely integrated photonic circuitry on the SOI
platform.
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